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General Instruction:

This question paper consists of 10 questions and all questions are compulsory.

Q1) Name the following: (10)
1) A program used for organizing and analyzing data in a tabular form.
2) The list that allows you to represent data with the sequence numbers.
3) It is a handy feature on the standard toolbar for formatting text.
4) It opens a dialog from which you can go through a list of available functions.
5) It is a single hypertext document on the world wide web that can incorporate text, graphics, sounds.
6) It displays the contents of the selected cell and allows you to edit the cell contents.
7) It is a link on a webpage, which points to another page on the web
8) The process of transferring the web pages from local computer to the web host’s computer.
9) The process of arranging records in ascending/descending order.
10) A formatting such as shading or font colour that Calc automatically applies to cells if a specified
condition is true.

Q2) Give full forms of : (3)
WYSIWYG , HTML, PNG

Q3) Differentiate between: (any 3) (6)

A) tuple and an attribute
B) Relative and absolute referencing
C) internal and external hyperlink
D) Normal mode and HTML mode

Q4) a)How is spreadsheet package useful to us?Give the names of any two spreadsheet packages. (2)
b) What do you mean by resolution? How many pixels are there in high resolution mode? (2)



Q5) What is cell referencing? What is the cell reference for a range of cells that starts in cell C1 and
goes over to column H and down to row 10? (2)

Q6) a) Mention any 2 features of Kompozer. (2)
b) What are Functions? What is the importance of “=” symbol in Calc? How can we edit a function?

(1+1+1=3)

Q7) Write programs in QB64 to draw the following figures: (any 4) (4*2=8)

Q8) State the need of charts in LibreOffice Calc and also specify the menu option in which Chart is
present . (2)

Q9) What is merging of cells? How can we merge cells in a worksheet? (2)

Q10) Consider the following worksheet and give formulas/functions for the following: (1*8=8)



A B C D E F
1 DCODE DESCRIPTION MCODE PRICE Discount Net Amount
2 1001 Formal shirt M001 1250
3 1002 Frock M004 750
4 1003 Informal shirt M002 1450
5 1004 Evening Dress M003 850
6 1005 Suit M002 850
7 1006 Skirt M003 1250

a) Calculate Discount as 50% of Price.
b) Calculate Net Amount as difference of Price and Discount.
c) Calculate the minimum NetAmount
d) Calculate the maximum Net Amount
e) Calculate the average of Discount
f) Give the cell address of 11th row and 18th column.
g) If the user enters (40+6/2)-7 as an entry in the cell. What would be displayed in the cell?
h) Write the function to display current date.

Syllabus – L-4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9


